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Abstract 
For a family Q of stars, a Sdecomposition of a graph His a partition of the edge set of H into 
subgraphs isomorphic to members of 59. We show that, if 9 contains neither the l-edge nor the 
2-edge star, it is NP-complete to decide whether a bipartite graph admits a B-decomposition. 
This result enables us to strengthen a result of Hell and Kirkpatrick on partitioning the vertex 
set of a graph into complete graphs of certain orders. If 9 contains a 2-edge star, we obtain 
a good characterization of graphs (not necessarily bipartite) that admit %decompositions. This 
characterization yields a linear time algorithm for constructing such a decomposition, if it 
exists. 
1. Introduction 
For a graph G, let V(G) and E(G) denote its set of vertices and edges, respectively. 
The order and the size of G are the cardinality of the set V(G) and E(G), respectively. 
Let 9 be a family of graphs. A @J-decomposition of a graph H is a set (G, , , G, ) of 
subgraphs of H such that the sets E(G,), . , E(G,) form a partition of E(H) and each 
E(Gi) induces a subgraph isomorphic to a member of 9. Since isolated vertices are not 
essential for Y-decompositions, we shall assume that all graphs considered in this 
paper do not have them. 
Problems of Sdecomposition of graphs have received a considerable attention for 
the last two decades (see the survey paper [2], and the monograph Cl]). In this paper 
we concentrate on some complexity problems concerning Y-decompositions. More 
precisely we will deal with the following problem DEC(9): 
Instance: A graph H. 
Question: Does H admit a 3-decomposition? 
If 3 = {G} we write DEC(G) instead of DEC(3). 
The problem DEC(G) is known to be NP-complete if G is a graph with at least one 
component with three or more edges (cf. [6]). An analogous problem for vertex 
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partitions (known as B-factors) also has been studied extensively (cf. [S, 893). By 
a (strong) %j&tor of a graph H we mean (cf. [S]) a set {G,, . . . , G,} of (induced) 
subgraphs of H such that the sets V(G,), . . . , V(G,) form a partition of F’(H) and each 
Gi is isomorphic to a member of 3. Let (S-FACT(%)) FACT(Y) denote the problem of 
deciding the existence of a (strong) g-factor for a given graph. Hell and Kirkpatrick 
[S] have established the complexity status of S-FACT(%) and FACT($) when 1YI = 1 
and when ?J is a family of complete graphs. In Hell and Kirkpatrick [lo], the 
computational complexity of the problems FACT(%), where 3 is a family of stars, is 
found. 
Some packing analogies of the problem DEC(G) were also considered (see [4]). 
This paper is devoted to the complexity of DEC(S), where Y is a family of stars. The 
main result of this paper is Theorem 1 leading to a classification of the classes 9 of 
stars according to the complexities of DEC(%). Note that there is a very close 
relationship between a %decomposition of a graph H and a strong L(Y)-factor of the 
line graph L(H) of H, where L(Y) is the set of line graphs of graphs in 3. Therefore 
results on %-decompositions of graphs imply some results on strong B-factors of line 
graphs. This observation enables us to strengthen a result of Hell and Kirkpatrick [8] 
by showing that the problem S-FACT(S), where 9 is a family of complete graphs of 
order at least three, remains NP-complete for line graphs of bipartite graphs. 
In the case when DEC(Y) is tractable we characterize the graphs for which 
a %decomposition exists. This characterization yields a simple algorithm solving 
DEC(Y) in linear time. A graph is K r,,-free if it does not contain a copy of K1,3 (a 
3-edge star) as an induced subgraph. Since line graphs are K,,,-free, the class of 
K,,,-free graphs contains the class of line graphs. At the end of this paper we 
characterize those K ,,3-free graphs that have a g-factor, where Y is a family of 
complete graphs such that K1 or Kz is in 3. 
Denote by K1,, a star with m edges. Call a vertex of degree 1 pendant. An edge is 
a pendant if one of its end-vertices is pendant. 
2. Negative results 
Let 9 be any (finite or infinite) set of stars. Denote by ml, m2, . . . the sizes of the 
stars and let m be the smallest of them. Finally, by d we mean the greatest common 
divisor of m1,m2, . . . . 
It is well known that there is an integer n,, such that for every n 2 no there are 
nonnegative integers aI, a2, . . . satisfying the equality nd = aImi + a2m2 + ... . As- 
sume that no is the smallest possible integer satisfying the above statement. 
Theorem 1. Let Y be a set of stars, each of size at least 3. Then DEC(%) is NP- 
complete. 
Proof. It is clear that our problem belongs to the class NP. 
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Let m be the size of the smallest star in 9. When $9 has one element only, the 
NP-completeness of our problem follows from the result of Cohen and Tarsi [3]. 
If d = m then DEC(9) is equivalent to DEC({K,,,}) so our theorem holds too. 
Thus assume that d < m, so consequently no > 1. 
We shall show transformation from MONOTONE 3SAT (i.e. satisfiability with 
three literals per clause and with each clause containing either only negated variables 
or only unnegated variables, cf. [7]) to DEC(9). 
Let U = {ui,...,u,} be a set of variables and C = (cr,...,~~} a set of clauses 
making up an instance of MONOTONE 3SAT. Denote by ti (respectively, si) the 
number of occurrences of the literal Ui (resp. Ui) in the clauses belonging to C. 
For each variable Ui we construct a graph Hi in the following way. Suppose ti 2 si 
(in the case ti < si we proceed analogously). Consider a cycle Li of size 2dti, with the 
vertex set { uf ,. . . , &, }. Add 2m - 5 vertex disjoint stars Kr,“,,, with centers 
Xi , . . . ,xL_~ and y’;, . . . , ya _ *. Join each of the vertices xf ,. . . , XL _ 3 with each of the 
vertices uf ,vi, . . , &_ 1, each of yi, . . . , YL_~ with each of vi, vi, . . . , v!& and yk_, 
with &,, + 2, vidsi + 4, . . , &,. Finally, add dti pendant edges (called t+-connectors) 
incident with vi vi 1, 3, . . . , IJ& 1 and dsi pendant edges (called &connectors) incident 
with vi, ~6, .. . , II&. Denote the resulting graph by Hi (see Fig. 1 (superscripts i of 
vertices are omitted for clarity)). Note that 
deg,>xj = deg,,yj = (no + ti)d for j = 1, . . . , m - 3, 
deg,, yL_ 2 = (no + ti - si)d and degHiu: = m for k = 1, . . . ,2dti. 
We label ui-connectors (resp. t&-connectors) with clauses in which they occur in the 
following way. If a literal Ui (resp. Ui) occurs k times, k = 1,2,3, in a clause Cj then label 
kd ui-connectors (resp. i&-connectors) with Cj. This way we label all Ui- and Ui- 
connectors of Hi. 
Let us identify, for each clause Cj, all pendant vertices of Ui- and @-connectors 
labelled with cj. Denote by Zj, j = 1, . . . , I, the vertex of degree 3d obtained this way 
andletZ={z,,..., zl>. Finally add, for each zj, (no - 1)d new vertices and join them 
with Zj. Denote the resulting graph by G. 
Clearly, the construction of G can be done in polynomially many steps. 
We shall show now that there is a truth assignment for U that satisfies all the 
clauses in C if and only if G admits a B-decomposition. 
Suppose there is a truth assignment t:U -+ {T, F} satisfying C. Denote by T Si a set 
of edge-disjoint stars consisting of: the stars of size (no + ti)d with centers in 
xi, . . . , xke3, the stars of size m with centers in vi, t&, . . . , &, and the stars of size nod 
formed by pendant edges incident with vertices yi, . . . , yL_ 2. Similarly, denote by FSi 
a set of edge-disjoint stars consisting of: the stars of size (no + ti)d with centers in 
y;, . . . ,Y;_~, the star of size (no + ti - si)d with the center Y;_~, the stars of size 
m with centers in vf ,vi, . . . , I&,_ 1 and the stars of size nod formed by pendant edges 
incident with vertices x’; , . . . , XL _ 3. Note that all the stars in both T Si and FSi admit 
Y-decompositions. 
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Fig, 1. 9 = {6,8, lo}, si = 1, ti = 2, m = 6, d r 2, no = 3. 
Delete from G all edges of the stars belonging to {T Si: t(Ui) = T } u {FSi: t(Ui) = F} 
and denote the resulting graph by G’. Clearly, to show that G admits a Q-decomposi- 
tion, it suffices to prove that G’ does. Notice that, for every i, the only edges of Hi 
which are still in G’, are ui-connectors (if t(ui) = T) and &-connectors (if t(ui) = F). 
Thus the graph G’ consists of components corresponding to clauses. Since the truth 
assignment t satisfies C, it is easily seen that each component of G’ is a star of size 
either nod, (no + 1)d or (no + 2)d. Each of them admits a Y-decomposition by the 
definition of no. 
Suppose now that G admits a ‘3-decomposition II. Since, for each i, deg,v: = m, 
k = 1, . . _ ,2&i and the vertices vf ,. , _ ,uidt, form a cycle, either the stars of size m with 
centers vi, vi, . . . , I&, _ 1 or those with centers vi, I_$, . . . , &, belong to II. In the 
former case we set t(uJ = F, in the latter one, t(ui) = T. Notice that from the 
definition of Hi, in the former case all ui-connectors belong to stars of II with centers 
outside 2 while in the latter case all &-connectors belong to stars of II with centers 
outside 2. If some clause Cj, consisting of, say, un-negated variables ai, ,uiz and 
uig only, is not satisfied by our truth assignment t then all Uil-, UiZ- and ui,-connectors 
belong to stars of II with centers ouside 2. Then, however, we end up with a star of 
size (no - 1)d with center cj which does not admit a Y-decomposition, a contradiction. 
Thus every clause in C is satisfied. 0 
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It is not difficult to show that the graph G constructed in the proof of Theorem 1 is 
bipartite. It follows from the fact that we transform from MONOTONE 3SAT so we 
do not have clauses containing both negated and un-negated variables. In the case 
) 9 1 = 1, solved by Cohen and Tarsi [3], the graph they construct in their transforma- 
tion is bipartite too. Thus the following corollary is true. 
Corollary 1. Let B be a set of stars, each of size at least 3. Then the problem DEC(9) is 
NP-complete even for bipartite graphs. 
Let 2 be a family of complete graphs. Obviously, if K1 or K2 is in 9, then 
S-FACT(X) is polynomial. Hell and Kirkpatrick [S] have shown that S-FACT(Z) is 
NP-complete if K1 and K2 are not in X. Observe that a family {G,, . , G,} is 
a 9-decomposition of a bipartite graph H if and only if {L(G,), . . . , L(G,)} is a strong 
L(9)-factor of L(H). Since line graphs of stars are complete graphs, our results allow 
to strengthen the result of Hell and Kirkpatrick [8]. 
Corollary 2. Zf I? is a family of complete graphs and K1, Kz$A? then the problem 
S-FACT(%) is NP-complete even for line graphs of bipartite graphs. Otherwise it is 
polynomial. 
3. Positive results 
Let us consider the case when the family 99 of stars contains K1, 1 or K 1, 2. If K 1, 1 is 
in 9, then DEC(9) is trivial. Thus we assume that K 1, 2 E 22 but K,, 1 $9. We first 
recall a theorem by Sumner [ 111. 
Theorem. Every connected K1,3-free graph of even order has a perfect matching. 
Since line graphs are K I, 3- free, we deduce from this theorem that a connected 
graph G has a {K,,,}-decomposition if and only if the size of G is even. In fact, 
there is a more direct way to construct a {K,,,}-decomposition for a connected 
graph G of even size. Clearly, it is enough to construct an orientation of G, starting 
with an arbitrary orientation, so that all its vertices have even outdegrees. To 
do this, we take a spanning tree T of G. With a fashion of “from leaves to center”, 
it is not difficult to see that, by reversing the orientation of edges of T, whenever 
necessary, we can obtain a required orientation of G. Obviously, this is a linear time 
algorithm. 
For connected graphs of odd size, we have the following result. 
Theorem 2. Let 9 be a family of stars such that 99 contains K 1, Z and a star of odd size. 
Suppose the size m of the smallest star of odd size in ~9 is at least three. Then, for any 
connected graph G of odd size, the following are equivalent: 
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(1) G admits a %-decomposition. 
(2) There is a {KI,z, K1,,}-decomposition of G containing exactly one copy of K1,,. 
(3) There exists a vertex v in G such that 
O&J) Q deg,v - m, 
where oo(v) is the number of components of odd size in G - v. 
Proof. We first show that (1) implies (2). Let II be a Y-decomposition of G with the 
smallest possible number of stars of odd size. We define an orientation 59 of the edges 
of G by orienting each edge e of G so that its initial vertex is the center of the star in 
II containing e. Suppose that there are two vertices x and y of odd outdegree in the 
orientation %. Since G is connected, there is a (nonoriented) path P in G joining x and 
y. Reverse the orientation of the edges along P. Then the new orientation corresponds 
to a %-decomposition of G for which the number of stars of odd size is dropped by 
two, a contradiction. 
Thus, there is exactly one vertex v whose outdegree in the orientation V is odd and 
consequently II contains exactly one star (with center in v) of odd size. Thus (2) holds. 
To show that (2) implies (3) define v to be the center of the only star Ki,, belonging 
to a (K1,z,K1,,)-d ecomposition of G. Delete from G the m edges of this star. The 
resulting graph has a {K1,z}-decomposition so it does not have any component of an 
odd size. Deleting the remaining degcv - m edges incident with v cannot produce 
more than degcv - m components of odd size. Thus, 
oc(v) < deg,v - m. 
Finally, assume that (3) holds. Denote by G1, . . . , Go,c,, the components of G of odd 
size and by el, . . . , eo,(o) the edges in G with one vertex in v and the other one in 
G G,,(,,, l,..., respectively. Adding the edges el , . . . , eO,+) to G - v we get a graph with 
no components of odd size, which admits a {K,,,}-decomposition. The remaining 
edges of G form a star of size at least m which has a Y-decomposition too. 0 
From Theorem 2, its proof, and the discussion at the beginning of this section we 
make the following conclusions. 
Corollary 3. Let KI,z E Y or K1, 1 E 3. Then DEC(S) has complexity O(e), where e is 
the size of an instance graph H. Moreover, a construction of a Y-decomposition of H, if it 
exists, can be done in O(e) steps. 
Theorem 2 can be, in a sense, generalized to a good characterization of K,,,-free 
graphs that admit s-factors, where K2 E 9. In view of the theorem of Sumner that we 
mentioned earlier, we confine ourselves to connected K1, ,-free graphs of odd order. 
Theorem 3. Let Q be a family of complete graphs such that 9 contains Kz and 
a complete graph of odd order. Suppose the order m of the smallest complete graph of odd 
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order in 9 is at least three. Then, for any connected K1, J-free graph G of odd order the 
following are equivalent: 
(1) G has a %-factor. 
(2) There is a {K2, K,}-factor of G containing exactly one copy of K,. 
(3) There exists a complte subgraph F in G such that IFI = m and all components of 
G - F have even orders. 
Proof. The implication (2) + (1) is trivial and the implication (3) = (2) follows from 
the theorem of Sumner. Thus we only need to show that (1) implies (3). 
Let 71 be a Y-factor of G. Clearly, we may assume that all members of n: are copies of 
Kz or K,. Let A’ be the set of members of rc of order m. Since the order of G is odd, 
A? is not empty. Thus there is a member F of A’ such that the order of the largest 
component of G - F that contains a member of A? is maximized. To finish proving 
the theorem, we only need to show that all members of A’ - {F} are contained in one 
component of G - F. Suppose there are more than one component of G - F that 
contain members of A&‘. Let C be the largest and let F’ be a member of AZ not 
contained in C. Then C v F is contained in a component c’ of G - F’, contradicting 
the choice of F and C since IC’I > ICI. q 
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